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Sift heads world act 2

When the yakuza ride on their tails, Kilo, Vinnie and Shorty fly to Tokyo and face the crime king who is set to get the head of kilos. This new Sievaz World episode has a lot of things you like. A new interactive city to explore with a selection of characters, more custom costumes and lots of new weapons. Use the mouse to move around, interact with characters, activate action
spots, aim and shoot, space bar to equip weapons, reload R, and use the W, A, S, and D keys for animation sequences. Act 3: Alonzo's reinforcements Kilo. You're a dead man! Yakuza Member This is a sequel to World Sieve Heads World and Sieving Heads World Law 1, which is part of the series. The story of this game focuses on kilos after he betrayed the yakuza. Yuuma,
the founder and greatest grandmaster of the clan, ordered the yakuza to find and hunt him. The battle between the two begins here. Content [show] Referral Spoiler Warning! A kilometer near a safe house in Chicago, Illinois was chased by two yakuza (Japanese gangs) while driving a motorcycle. Kilo pulled out his sword and attacked the yakuza before he entered the safe house.
Shorty approached him and asked if he needed help dealing with the yakuza while waiting for Vinnie's arrival. Kilo said more yakuza are coming to the safe home and answered maybe to the shorty question. He was also waiting for Vinnie's arrival. After Vinnie arrived, he was so happy that he would have fun. Assume that you choose kilos in this mission (characters may vary). The
yakuza were starting to look for kilos in a safe house. But Kilo killed all the yakuza, and the yakuza's mission was successful. In Tokyo and Tokyo, a yakuza talked to Yuuma and said his mission in Chicago had failed. Master Yuma asked, Will I leave Tokyo to take care of myself? Yu's master Yuuma added that a gang of kilos had arrived in Tokyo. Meanwhile, in an apartment in
Tokyo, Vinnie, Kilo and Shorty were temporarily staying there because they thought more yakuza would charge through a safe home in Chicago, so it's not safe to stay there. Kilo looked at the apartment through the window and said he would make his apartment a safe house in Tokyo. But the apartment has a yakuza, so Kilo eliminated the yakuza in his apartment and stayed
there until they were safe back in Chicago so they could move more freely. The first informant can be seen on the second floor of the kilometer location to the right. Kilo was waiting for a helicopter with an informant on it. After the informant leaves the helicopter, Kilo shoots him. The 2nd informant Kilo went to EMI massage and went to the back side of the place. He continued until
he saw the four doors. He took the door near him to the right and looked at the informant at the rest bar.It shot two claws in the box to slide down the window to show the informant. After the informant was shown, Kilo immediately eliminated him. The 3rd information provider Kilo went to Ogi Tower and went inside. He went straight, went to the right, and went upstairs. He went to
the door in front of him and found the window. He saw an informant run down the roof. Kilos proves that the bullet was faster than the informant because he killed the running informant. While killing three of the 4th informants, Yuma, the head office of the yakuza, talked to his henchimen and said there was a rebel yakuza laughing at them and that they needed to be eliminated. At
the same time, Black Fox called and said the yakuza were asking questions about him in Chicago. Kilo thought this yakuza was one of the informants, so he went to Chicago and eliminated the informant from the hotel window. After killing all the informants who stole the vase, Kilo thought of a plan to crush the yakuza. He said there was a vase containing ashes from the legendary
Samurai warrior. If they steal it, it will force the yakuza to come to them. Vinnie and Shorty agreed to the plan, so Kilo went to Tokyo's Business Tower to find the location of the vase. Kilo went to the business tower and found the location of the vase. Kilo entered the business tower and killed all the men with guns. He arrived at the vase and stole it. Then the yakuza surprised him
and attacked them. He killed all the yakuza in the way and went out of the business tower. On his way to his apartment, a yakuza followed him and attacked him, but he killed them all and made his way to his apartment. Kilo stole the vase again in the turn km of the business tower Yuuma, entered his apartment and told Vinnie and Shorty that they must prepare for the attack. Kilo
went to the second floor of the apartment, and was surprised that only Yuma's charge approached the kilometer on the second floor. Yuuma said the kilo squad would perish and his arrogance would be over. Yuuma can dodge bullets by shooting a hand push, but he is powerless against it. After Yuuma was injured, he escaped the kilometer apartment and said it was not over.
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